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From the President
John Flint

Welcome back!
I hope all Sydney Bush Walkers had a wonderful
Christmas and holiday over the New Year. By the
look of the walk reports and other postings it seems
many have been out walking in many area around
the country. I’d like to mention what I got up to over
the break.
For many years now David Trinder has organised
accommodation at the Windarra lodge in Smiggin
Holes where SBW members can stay and then go on
day and overnight walks with the lodge as a base. I
went there for the first time last year. It was a really
good experience so this year headed back for more.
It has become quite popular, so now has expanded
into neighbouring lodges to accommodate everyone
that comes. There was a mix of members attending.
from Colin & Judy Barnes who have been members
for over 50 years, to some new prospective members
that joined the week before.
There were a combination of walks from easy to
hard, some planned in advance and some decided
on the night before. I spoke to many members
and the feedback was extremely positive, with
everyone having a great time. I’d like to see this
event continue and even grow in the coming
years. We did also have a short discussion on what
worked well and anything that could be better. So
for next year we will have more local information
for experienced walk leaders that are new to the
area so they can get up to speed leading a walk,
and also try to make sure we have a balance of
easy and harder walks throughout the week.
One of the highlights was not the walking, it is the
social interactions that happen in the lodge, between
the walks and at the dinner table. It really helped
cementing new and old relationships. Another
highlight was the New Year’s Eve dress up and
talent quest. It was a riot with much fun and hilarity.
Jacqui Keatinge our newest member won the talent
quest with her Frieda from ABBA impersonation.
Andrew Vilder organises the night and did a great
job as MC throughout the night. Do watch out for
this event next year!
Survey
Since last month’s newsletter we have sent out the
survey. We had 183 responses with some great
feedback. To be honest the summary results do not
reveal any surprising insights. It largely confirmed
members are generally satisfied with being members
of SBW. In fact 80% were very satisfied with the
enjoyment of the walks they went on and a further
18% being satisfied.
In terms of what members like about what SBW
offers, highest on the list are variety of walks and
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new locations and the experience and knowledge of
our walk leaders also rating very high.
On the number of walks attended, 28% reported
a walk they wanted to go on was full on 1 or 2
occasions, with 4% reporting this happened a few
times. So that is an area to improve but it does look
like if you are persistent then it should not happen
often.
The free text responses were the most enlightening,
it is difficult to summarise the responses here but
some themes were:
• More easier walks wanted on the program.
• Sometimes allow time to smell the roses on
walks
• Make it easier for prospectives (some wanting to
drop the overnight requirement)
• Don’t pander to prospectives, the sink or swim
attitude.
• Sell Coolana
• Don’t sell Coolana
• Use Coolana as a sports centre.
• Encourage more people to lead walks and better
leadership mentoring and training
• Web based booking system for walks with
combined short notice and seasonal program.
Very strong feedback.
You might like to look at all the details for yourself.
If you are a walk leader you may look to the free
text responses for “Other criteria you look for in a
walk”. It might give you some new ideas for what
people are looking for. You can find the summary
report at: http://sbw.org.au/images/documents/
admin/2015%20Sydney%20Bush%20Walkers%20
Member%20Survey_V1.pdf
We will do some more analysis with a little bit more
breakdown to see if there is a particular segment
that needs attention, but overall I think we are on
track. On the agenda for this year are:
• Implement a walks booking system, together
with website improvements.
• Facilitating
more
prospective
members
progression to full membership without dropping
standards.
• Better promotion of the Annual Reunion and use
of Coolana
• Some targeted leadership mentoring to ensure
we have a new crop of leaders coming through.
Annual General Meeting
The AGM will be on Wednesday 9th March. It is a
further opportunity for feedback and also to support
the committee, so it is not too early to book the date
in your diary. At this point in time it looks like all
committee members will be back for another year,
but that does not mean you can’t put your hand
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up if you feel you have something to contribute.
The agenda, annual report, notice of meeting and
nomination of officeholders form will be sent out
next month.

wording of the special resolutions will come out next
month well in advance of the meeting.

Special General Meeting SBW Constitution

I realised that after giving thanks to a number of
people at the Christmas Party, there are always
plenty more, with the generous support many
members give in making this a great club. I will
try to make it a practice to note special thanks in
my monthly column. I would also like to hear from
other members as I don’t know all that goes on.

I mentioned in last month’s newsletter the need for
constitutional change. Changing the constitution
is not done lightly or without consideration. The
committee received some positive feedback, and
one written reply against the proposal. This is an
important issue which I want discussed, so it is right
to publish the alternative view unedited. I have
replied to the issues raised - see my response in
reply
The meeting will be held in conjunction with the
AGM and a full information pack as well as the final

Special Thank Yous

Special thanks this month is to David Trinder, who,
despite recovering from some heavy duty health
treatment, put on the aforementioned fantastic
post-Christmas Snowies event, and has done for
many years. Also thanking Andrew Vilder for his
assistance and the very popular party night.

Guess who

Photo by Jacquie Keatinge
This photo was taken at the New Year’s Eve party
at Windarra lodge in Smiggin Holes during another
of David Trinder’s legendary week in the Snowy
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Mountains.
Can you recognise any of these SBW members?
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“Letter to the Editor” in respect of the Proposed
Constitutional Changes
Ian Wolfe

In the December Newsletter John Flint set out
proposed changes to the Constitution with some
supporting rationale. He requested feedback from
the Members, and as his article was published in the
Newsletter, a “Letter to the Editor” is the appropriate
way of providing a response.
There is an old saying “If it aint broke, don’t fix it!”.
This applies to most of what John has put forth,
and rather than going to print in the Newsletter
and consuming Members time/attention, this lack
of any substantive requirement could have been
ascertained by the conduct of some basic prior
research. Also, as Constitutional amendments
are an important and potentially contentious
issue, they should prudently proceed through a
prior comprehensive quality check by the entire
Committee and Honorary Solicitor before being
presented to the Members. From John’s text this
does not seem to have been done (?), and it seems
that this is just his personal “good idea” (?).
Income Tax Exemption – this issue has been
appraised in depth on a number of occasions by
previous Committees and Members at Annual
General Meetings (AGMs). The Founders of the Club
were fairly deep thinking people and the Drafter of the
original Constitution, Marie Byles, was a very smart
Solicitor (she was also a noted journalist, pioneer
feminist, conservationist, lobbyist and overseas
expedition leader – the Bio of her remarkable life
is in the Heroes section of our web site at: http://
www.sbw.org.au/history).
The Founders deliberately did not set SBW up as a
“Sporting” organisation as this had, and continues
to have, a host of negative implications (and in
hindsight, their prescience is remarkable!). Rather,
they specifically set up SBW in the form of what is
now known as a “Community Service” organisation.
If you go to the Australian Taxation Office (ATO)
web sites (and it would have been helpful to inform
the debate if John had provided these links) you
will see that we clearly fit into the ATO definition of
a “Community Service” organisation (as does our
current Constitution). Thus, all the hoops John would
have us jump through in changing the Constitution
are nearly all unnecessary. Refer to:
h t t p s : / / w w w. a t o . g o v. a u / N o n - p r o f i t / y o u r organisation/do-you-have-to-pay-income-tax-/
types-of-income-tax-exempt-organisations/
community-service-organisations/
and:
https://www.ato.gov.au/Non-profit/yourorganisation/do-you-have-to-pay-income-tax-/
types-of-income-tax-exempt-organisations/
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sporting-organisations/
So, there is absoultely no need to fiddle with the
Objects of SBW that have served us so well for
comming up to 90 yrs.
Dissolution and Not For Profit (NFP) Clauses – In his
article John stated that “When the constitution was
last updated, the nonprofit and dissolution clause
which had been in previous constitutions were
dropped” This is a completely incorrect statement.
They had been dropped 3 amendments beforehand
in the late 1980s after the NSW Parliament passed
the Association Incorporation Act in 1984. The
reason why Dissolution & NFP clauses were no longer
necessary was that the Parliament included them in
the Act, and thus removed the need for them to be
included in Club’s Constitution (and the ATO web
site prompts people to check their State Legislation
as part of the Income Tax Self Assessment process,
and the NSW Dept of Fair Trading Web site further
amplifies this with its own Association Dissolution
page). We also have clause 38 (1) in our Constitution
which requires that the Clubs funds only be used in
pursuance of the Objects of the Club.
So, there is absoultely no need to change the
Constitution by inserting such clauses.
Coolana Clause – John would have a us drop “to
provide a camping ground for recreational walkers”
- Its clear that John has not researched one of the
most important parts of our rationale for existing as
a Club. Members of SBW were the Leaders, “Movers
and Shakers” in raising the funds to purchase Blue
Gum Forest in Nov 1931, thus saving it from
the axe – this was a seminal conservation
landmark not only in Australia but also for the
people of the world. The funds left over were used
to subsequently purchase a parcel of land at North
Era Beach in 1947, and as the Trust Deed records”
“for camping as practised by recreational walkers
and for the preservation of the native flora and
fauna” - as it was easily reached by rail it became
a Mecca for Members on weekends, many of whom
were WW2 Veterans and used the tranquillity to
wash out the horrors of their service.
In 1952 we donated Nth Era to expand the Royal
National Park, the NSW Govt, not wishing to set
a precedent, insisted that the Trust be paid for
the land – so, in accordance with the Trust Deed
the funds had to be retained and used to acquire
another parcel of land for the same purpose. In
time Dot Butler found Coolana and the Nth Era
Trust funds formed the kernel that attracted sizable
donations from many Club Members, which, along
with Club funds, allowed Coolana to be purchased.
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The “Coolana Report” complied in 1999 includes
the professional legal advice that, as the Trust is
till extant ((held by the Registrar General), its
requirements continue to apply. All this information
is readily available on the SBW Web Site and in the
Committee records. As such we can’t squeeze
into the ATO definition/requirements of being
a “Sporting” organisation.
Membership Renewal – John would have us dispense
with Section 8. (2) (a), yet he did not supply the
text of the clause for review (?), and chose to
characterise it as a “minor change”. This is clearly
not the case as the clause reads: “(a) except as
provided by paragraph (b), within 60 days of the
conduct of the AGM in each calendar year, or” the background to this change is that the 2011
Committee carefully analysed this whole issue
flowing from the Act having recently been amended
to allow Clubs to change their Financial Year, and
thus also the date of their AGM.
SBW’s current Fin Yr is the Calendar Yr. This means
that finalisation of Accounts, conduct of Audits and
preparation of AGM Reports has to be done in Jan/
early Feb, which is often “challenged” due to people
being on holidays. Many Clubs avoid this by having
their Fin Yr as 1 Oct to 30 Sept, thus enabling
them to get the AGM over and done with before
the Xmas New Yr holidays. As the AGM sets the
annual Membership Fees, the Membership Renewal
date also needs to be able to be changed (rather
than be hard coded into a Constitution) to closely
follow on from a Fin Yr and AGM date change. The
2011 amdt thus empowered future Committees to
make such a change if they see fit i.e. we in built
flexibility. So, I suggest we respect the wisdom
of the members who unanimously voted for
this amdt in 2011.
In addition, part of John’s rationale was “to remove
confusion about renewal times (currently different
renewal dates depending on when you joined) –
this is only correct for Prospective Members, and
all full Club Members currently renew as at 1 June
[but that could easily be changed as per the current
clause 8.2 (a) above]. The reason for staggering
renewal of Prospective Membership is to avoid
a concentration of demand for opportunities for
completion of Qualifying Walks and Tests (and also
assessment of Prospectives by the Committee).
Committee Member Term Limits: - Again John did
not list the current clause for Members to review and
he was imprecise in his use of terminology (none of
which helps Members get their heads around such
an enthralling subject...)
Anyway, the current clause reads:
“Each member of the committee is, subject to this
constitution, to hold office until the conclusion of
the annual general meeting following the date of
the member’s election, but is eligible for re-election,
provided, from the 2012 AGM onwards, that no
member may be a member of the committee for
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more than six consecutive years, nor hold the same
position for more than three consecutive years”
Comment:
As all the 2012 Committee Members have retired,
its fine to drop the text underlined above
The residual point hinges on the potential
interpretation of the word “position” in the clause.
My personal opinion is that it would be very unlikely
that anyone would ever make an issue of this (?),
and thus the hassle of a Constitutional amdt is not
warranted (it could be held over to a future real
need to more substantively change the Constitution.
In the interim we could pass a clarifying Motion at
the next AGM ).
However, to clarify the subtlies of this issue, be
aware that:
The Constitution has 2 categories of Committee
Members:
a) Office Bearers (Pres, VP, Secretary and Treasurer
– and the nomination documentation before the
election has to state what role they are standing
for),
b) Ordinary Committee Members (between 3 and 5
can be elected – and once elected the Committee
then allocates them a role for the year ie Activities
Secretary etc ).
John’s suggested text blurs this distinction. To
remove ambiguity the following enhancement of his
text is suggested (as shown in yellow below):
14. (5):
Each member of the committee is, subject to this
constitution, to hold office until the conclusion of
the annual general meeting following the date
of the member’s election, but is eligible for reelection, provided that at the time the member
has not been a member of the committee for six or
more consecutive years, nor held the office bearer
position for which they have been nominated, or for
ordinary committee members - the same functional
role assigned by the Committee, for three or more
consecutive years.
Summary - If it aint broke, don’t fix it!”. Nearly all
the suggested changes are completley unnecessary
and are also counterproductive. Ideally, they
should never have been proposed if some basic
research had been conducted. The concern about
the interpretation of the word “position” in the
Committee Term limits is very minor and unlilkely
to arise (?). Thus the significant hassle for all
concerned and considerable printing cost of
convening a Special General Meeting is clearly
not warranted.
Appropriate use of Surplus Funds – John has quite
appropriately intimated that we have amassed more
funds than we need, and inferred that we need to
reduce them. Therefore, lets consider some sensible
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spending along the lines of:

weeds on our borders under complete control

a) Following the example of a number of Tier 1
recreational Clubs (ie the Cyclists) to spend $20+K
on putting in place a robust Activities Management
software suite – the aim being to facilitate the
process of Members registering for Trips, and
especially to streamline the workload of our Leaders
(and lets make it Tablet and Smart Phone enabled)

d) We prudently need to retain an “operational
reserve” of 100% of our annual expenses – as we
hold considerable funds above this level, lets do a 1
off transfer into the Conservation and Coolana Funds
to top them up to meet contingencies ie rebuilding/
replanting after bushfires etc . In addition, in future
years similarly transfer the annual surplus,

b) Now that we have 1 years experience of paying
a part time Assistant Membership Secretary, lets
again consider expanding the role to a fully fledged
part time Administrative Officer, to take workload
off Committee Members

e) and my personal favourite - have paid Dancing &
Singing Persons at the Xmas Party! (:-)

c) in line with the existing Coolana Conservation
Funding Plan, lets provide the funds to fully get the

regards
Ian Wolfe
Past President 2011-12

Members can find the club’s constitution in the Member’s area of the website on the Ressources for
members page.
http://sbw.org.au/Content.aspx?active_page_id=534
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The Presidents response to Ian Wolfe’s appraisal
of proposed changes to the constitution.
John Flint

I am in full agreement with the old saying. However,
it is broke, so I am the person responsible for fixing
it.
Contrary to the assertions, I have discussed the
need for change with the club’s honorary solicitor,
the ATO, NSW Dep’t of Fair Trading, and the
committee. Indeed some of the proposed changes
were raised by other members of the committee.
In case others read into my article that the club is
being run by some “lone ranger” I wish to assure all
members that this is not the case. We have a great
committee group and we are highly consultative
and collaborate together as a team.
Income tax exemption - Marie Byles was indeed
a gifted solicitor and esteemed club member, but
I don’t think anyone would think every document
she drafted would comply with all future laws for
the next 90 or so years. In fact we only concern
ourselves with the current constitution and the club
entity which is an incorporated association since
1987.
In regard to SBW being a community service
organisation, the committee don’t believe we fit that
category. The ATO have guidelines set out at https://
www.ato.gov.au/Non-profit/your-organisation/doyou-have-to-pay-income-tax-/types-of-incometax-exempt-organisations/community-serviceorganisations/
Quoting from that:
Community service organisations promote,
provide or carry out activities, facilities or
projects for the benefit or welfare of the
community or any members who have a
particular need by reason of youth, age,
infirmity or disablement, poverty or social or
economic circumstances.
It gives some examples, none of which are activities
organisations such as SBW.
If a past committee did an assessment and
categorised SBW as such, there is no documentation
that has been recorded and passed on stating the
results and rationale for such an assessment.
There is documentation that SBW is classified as
a sporting club. The 1991 committee received
private ruling from the tax office which states as
such. This reviewed the activities of the club, the
objects and the clauses in the constitution prohibiting
distribution of funds. This would still be valid today
except that the clause prohibiting distribution of
funds is no longer in the constitution. Members
can view the previous private ruling at http://
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sbw.org.au/images/documents/admin/SBW%20
Incorporation%20and%20tax%20exemption.pdf
The ATO no longer gives private rulings for non-profit
association income tax exemption. Even if we put
back the prohibition on distribution of funds clauses
we can’t rely on the private ruling as our constitution
has changed as has the process for assessment.
The process now is for self-assessment via the selfassessment worksheet at https://www.ato.gov.au/
workarea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=11488
In that assessment it is clear that the committee
needs to look at each question individually, as well
as the overall activities of the club.
On the question of the objects of the club, and
the need to have non distribution of funds in the
constitution (Note: the self-assessment does not
give any wriggle room. The words need to be in
the constitution regardless of the NSW Associations
Incorporation Act), the committee have judged in
undertaking the self-assessment that SBW fails the
test.
Some might be surprised that bushwalking is
regarded as a sport. It might not be if you are just
wandering the bush with your friends. It is all about
the organised activities and encouragement, training
and skills that make it so. Indeed, Bushwalking
NSW have passed the self-assessment as a sporting
association as have many similar bushwalking clubs.
Regarding the changes to the Coolana section, they
are probably not as critical for tax compliance, but
I do think it is prudent to align the club activities
and major asset with the objects in the constitution.
There is no actual change in how we use Coolana or
its conservation value. In fact the proposed wording
strengthens the value Coolana has to the club.
The other changes are a tidy up. While we may
think the joining date’s effect on renewal only
applies to prospective members, that is not what
the constitution actually says. The change makes
it much clearer. Similarly with the change clarifying
that someone with a general committee position
can change from one committee appointed role to
another (e.g. New Members Secretary to Activities
Secretary). A version similar to Ian’s suggestion
was considered but rejected on the grounds that the
specific committee roles are not mentioned in the
constitution and are not nominated or voted for, so
do not make sense to reference in that clause. Sure
these last changes are a quibble with words, but
with the essential changes elsewhere it is a good
opportunity to tidy any ambiguous clauses up.
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Summer Series Update
Vivien de Rémy de Courcelles

We are into the second half of Summer Series the
series of street and park orienteering events that
visits a different suburb every Wednesday from
October to March.
Richard Pattison and Melissa Thomas from SBW set
a great course around Manly dam to start 2016 with
a bang. The rain made it all the more adventurous.
Mermaid pool was very impressive.

and Ballast Point Road
3 February: Hunters Hill - Boronia Park, Park road.
10 February: Pennant Hills - Baden Powell Scout
Center, Pomona street.
17 February: Glebe - Wentworth PArk, Wentworth
Park road.
We hope to see you there.
For
mote
details
check
sydneysummerseries.com.au.

http://www.

Caro was an instant convert after her first ever event
and came back this week alongside Clare Holland
and Alex Alchin to bring SBW participation to eight
on the night and ten for the season so far.
Summer series feels a lot like those stollen walks or
micro-adventure that keep appearing in magazines
and on the internet.
Why not join us at one of the following events:
20 January: Leichhardt - Pionners Memorial Park,
William Street
27 January: Birchgrove - Ballast Point Park, Wharf

Social Program
Wed 17 Feb - 17 days Cycling in Austria and Germany. Jan and Graham will cycle you through the
Salaach, Salzach, Inn and Danube rivers zig zagging through Austria and Germany...17 days and 700
kms including daily bakery delights for morning teas!
Sat 12 and Sun 13 March - SBW annual reunion. Come down to camp in Coolana for the longest
happy hour of the year. Walks and other activities will take place around Kangaroo valley. See program,
Short notice walk updates and magazine articles for details. Click to know how to get to Coolana.
If you have any ideas for social events, contact Tracey Avolio and Jan Spencer: social@sbw.org.au
All meetings are held at the Kirribilli Neighbourhood Centre, Fitzroy St Kirribilli and start at 7.35 pm.
The KNC is within easy walking distance of Milson’s Point station.
Social Evenings are preceded by a pre meeting dinner at the Mad Italian, a cheap and cheerful Italian
restaurant just around the corner at 5A Broughton St, where club members congregate from 6.30pm on.
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SBW Annual Reunion
Patrick James

define the raison d’être for SBW. The SBW symbols
which the President will happily show you are the
Boot, Map, Flower and Hands carved in bone by
Harry Savage and first used at the 1939 Reunion.
Bring: besides your normal camping gear a chair
to sit on, plenty of happy hour provisions, camera,
torch and flour and other ingredients for damper.
Patrick James, Reunion “walks” leader, phone: 040
904 1515; patrickjames28@optusnet.com.au
Bill Holland, phone (02) 4296 3084, billholland@
bigpond.com
The Annual Reunion is for all members to get
together. The SBW Annual Reunion started the year
Sydney Harbour Bridge was opened. The 84th,
2016 Reunion is on the weekend of 12/13 March
2016 at Coolana in the Kangaroo Valley about 2
hours and 150 km south of Sydney. SBW Coolana is
big, very big; room for all. Car parking at Coolana
can be a bit of a problem; park neatly and closely
to conserve parking space. Please do not drive
along the formed but unmade access road if it has
been raining recently; this avoids getting bogged
and conserves the road. Wet weather and overflow
parking arrangements – just before the left hand
turn off to Mt Scanzi, take the dirt road on the right,
directly under the 330kV power lines, park on the
grass, pick up your pack and walk for 12 minutes
along the Reserve Road foot track to Coolana.

Liloing is one of the many activities you can do
during the reunion weekend.

You can also come and discover some of the hidden
gems of Coolana on a bushwalk.

At the Reunion the current President is invested or
reinvested with the symbols of office which basically
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SBW Magazine Project – Update
Richard Pattison

December 2015 was a record month with 24
magazines completed. That monthly total blitzes
the previous best of 11 in December 2014 - it seems
the December party season is a popular period for
magazine editing!
The super month was brought about by new-blood
in the game: Geoff Goodyer joined the project
and completed 15 editions in his first month. John
Kennett also made good progress with 3 completed
magazines & 13 on-the-go close to completion. Jac
Wolf continued her impressive performance with
another 5 completions. Paul Barton is a further new
starter and in any other month his 3 completed
magazines would be considered outstanding.
The current running total is 125 editions complete
(16%) with 194 showing some kind of progress
(25%).

Tom Brennan made excellent progress in December
with a “first pass” at 19 magazines. Wow, it looks
like Tom will overtake Rachel as #1 contributor next
month… well, unless Geoff repeats his amazing first
month completion rate.

Anyone can help, read more here: http://sbw.
ozultimate.com/wiki/.

January 2016 Crossword
Richard Pattison

Inspired by the November 1966 SBW magazine
recently published online by Paul Barton… here’s a
quiz to test your bushwalking and SBW knowledge.
Answers will appear next month.
Across
1) Large national park in southern NSW.
2) An electronic gadget that tells you where you are
(acronym).
5) ___ Head in Ku-ring-gai national park, popular
bushwalking and boating venue.
7) The ladders at the end of Narrowneck.
Down
1) Jack ___, SBW’s first president.
3) The traditional area for SBW Christmas, organised
by David Trinder.
4) ___ House, an iconic mountain down south
named by Captain Cook.
6) ___ Head, an interesting shaped rock on the
Katoomba cliffs.
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Hiking between wombats, kangaroos and snakes
- The Overland Track
Pernille Linde Jellestad

While I am standing waiting for the delivery of my
Overland Track Pass, a guy behind the counter says:
“Have you checked the weather forecast for the next
week? It looks like one day with sunshine and a few
days of rain and temperatures around three to five
degrees - a typical Tasmanian summer “.
The older man behind me sighs deeply, and the guy
continues: “It could be much worse with snow and
minus degrees. Last week, we had four days in a
row with snow so you could actually ski at a nearby
mountain, and this is even though we are in March the hottest month of the year down here. “

Pernille Jellestad spent five months in Australia in
2015 and joined SBW during that time. She had a
pretty big impact on most people she befriended
during that time. During one walk she discussed
the Overland Track with Robert Carter and Pernille
packed herself off and did it solo in her true
adventurer style. As a result she wrote an article
that was published in a Danish outdoors magazine.
Pernille has sent Robert a translated copy which we
thought would interest other members.
A few butterflies turn in my stomach. The Overland
Track is a nature experience, I have looked forward
to in a long time, and this is my first multi-day
hike alone outside Denmark. I take the bus from
Launceston to Cradle Mountain, and it is clear that
I am not the only one taking a step into this nature
experience today. At least 10 others are waiting
anxiously for the bus with huge backpacks, colourful
sleeping mats and tents strapped on the backpack.
An elderly man asks me: “Wow a large backpack
you have! How much does it weigh, and what have
you brought with you to eat?“
From there the chats are rolling. The other hikers
in the bus are listening intensely, and we all end up
sharing everything from food-on-tour suggestions
and outdoor advises to crazy hiking experiences
with each other. Cradle Mountain is seen from far
away. At first glance it looks raw and brutal. You can
clearly see the prints from the glacier on the side of
the mountain, which thousands of years ago shaped
this part of Tasmania. The bus ride is quickly done,
and upon arrival at the Visitor Center I even got
myself a few new friends.
“See you at the first hut. If we get there before you,
I will give you a cup of hot cocoa” the wife of an
elderly couple says. They have The Overland Track
as an annual event.
Summer and three to five degrees
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It is very normal to get weather from several
seasons during just one day in Tasmania, and I am
confident about the extra weight in the backpack
from the winter equipment. That weight is definitely
not wasted. The sun shines from a cloudless sky,
birds are chirping, and Cradle Mountain are piling
up ahead. The goal of the hike today is to reach
Waterfall Valley Hut, a distance of approximately 10
km, and along the way is the highest point, Marion’s
Lookout. After 350 meters of altitude a breathtaking
view is rising with 3600 over the beautiful Tasmanian
countryside.
Within the first 20 meters of hiking I stop because
a small brown ‘bear’ is peeping out from the green
grass - a vombat. It doesn’t even care about my
appearance. I do not get to move me much further
than a few hundred meters before a few other locals
show up - echidnas and wallabies.
Everyone helps each other
Before I get to the beginning of the ascent to
Marions Lookout, the trail leads through an oasis
of small waterfalls and rocks covered with moss.
My eyes are as hypnotized at the view ahead with
Cradle Lake, which in calm weather provides a
perfect mirror image of the surrounding mountains.
I completely forget to look where I go, and I have
repeatedly tripped over my own feet and tree roots
on the path.
It starts to go up. The sweat trickles quietly out on
my forehead. It is good that you have a little railing
to stick to, as it is a little steep. There are wellshaped stone steps, and it’s easy to find your way. I
focus on the glacial shaped landscape ahead, and in
a short time I reach the peak – one step at a time. I
turn 180 degrees and BANG - the view of Dove Lake
and the golden moorland hits me.
The first day I end up following a father and his
teenage daughter from the US. It is her first hike
ever and his first since 1995. It is clear that they
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at the next stop.
Possums are stealing shoes

have some challenges with the hilly surroundings,
and you can see the relief in the father’s eyes when I
suggest to accompany them. We reach the Waterfall
Valley Hut, and I decide to sleep in my tent, since
it must be used now when I have carried it all the
way here. According to the weather forecast, it is
the only night of clear weather, and I’m excited. It’s
my first night alone in a tent ever. The father and
daughter try hard to put up their tent, while they try
cooking dinner on their Trangia. They have never
tried either one or the other before.
They yell to me from a distance: “Do you know this
‘stove-thing’, and how much water should be in such
a freeze dried dish?”
I see that the Trangia has to run on Methylated
Spirits and not gas, which they brought with them.
All of a sudden I have saved their day since I have
twice as much fuel as I need. It is a win win, because
that means 0.5 kg less in my backpack.
Dry (night) clothes, yaaay!
On the second day I decide to take two one-dayhikes at once, since I have a bus to reach in five
days. So when I hear the first raindrop hit my tent
at 7am I am not happy. I take down the tent, eat
breakfast in a record time and off I go. The favorable
moorland landscape is magnificent and stretches for
miles. If the heavy clouds were gone you can faintly
sense Mt. Ossa shoot up in the distance - Tasmania’s
highest peak. A little closer to the goal of the day I
come through a small but very fragrant eucalyptus
forest. This can particularly be recognized by its
whitish touch.

On day three, I wander through the green rain
forest where the trees’ green leaves are spreading
out well above my head. It is quite different from
the low moorland I saw the first day. There is no
view of the surrounding mountains, or the sky
which is somewhere above my head. Finally, I arrive
at Windy Rigde. It is a very large, comfortable hut
to seek shelter from the rain and the wind. The
first sight I meet are several very wet hiking boots,
socks and clothes scattered around in a desperate
attempt to dry anything for the following day. I
throw my backpack on the ground and start to hang
soaked clothes up. An elderly man comes up to me:
“Remember to close the door every time you go in
and out, last night there was a possum here and it
took my boot. I saw the head with the boot in its
mouth disappear out the door, so today I have not
been able to hike to the next stop. So remember
to take your boots into the tent. The possums are
here. And they steal boots “.
No way – that is not going to happen to me, I place
my boots near my sleeping gear. Later in the evening
I hear cheering from one of the other bedrooms: “I
GOT IT! I GOT IT. My boot has been found!”
At the thought of a hot bath at Lake st. Clair I jump
with pleasure into my hiking boots the last day. And
off I go. The last part of the Tasmanian nature is
ready to be sucked right into my soul. A mixture of
moss covered trees in the rainforest with their roots
extending into the path and another smaller variant
of eucalyptus trees was the scenery.
After four days, I reach the terminus at Lake St. Clair
Visitor Center. It has been an amazing experience,
being ‘alone’ in the nature - only me and a lot of
other happy hiking people from all over the world,
whom I have been able to share this amazing
experience with. It has not been a problem to
depart alone at The Overland Track, you are almost
certain to meet other people at the cottages along
the way. Regarding to the nature you can make one
thing clear: It is nothing less than stunning here in
Tasmania.

When I arrive at Pelion Hut, 27 km later, I am
soaked, my shoes can be twisted and you could boil
soup for several people on my socks. My rain gear
is wet from the inside out. Fortunately, I packed my
woolen underclothes in the only dry bag I’ve got
with me, besides the one for my sleeping bag, and
as one of the only ones in the hut, I have some dry
clothes to put on. And changing to nightwear at 3
pm is probably also okay when you’re on holiday.
The next morning it gets worse, the little stove has
been turned off during the night, and the wet clothes
have not dried during the night. I put the cold, wet
clothes on, so I at least have one set of dry clothes
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Walks and Activities Report
Emmanuelle Convert
Leaders: After the activity, please fill in the google form on the SBW website here. Email your photos to
editor@sbw.org.au
Please keep the signature sheet as this is a legal document. If you want your report to be published as an
article, email the report and any photos (jpeg or tiff format) to editor@sbw. org.au.

5 - 6 Sep 2015

Bullhead Kowmung Colboyd

Kanangra-Boyd NP

Lucy Keatinge

Walk completed
3 - 5 Oct 2015The Castle/Monolith Valley Morton National Park

Morton NP

Palm Beach Rock Hop

Frances Bottrell
Paul Barton
Damon De Costa
Marcia Kaye

Great weekend revisiting The Castle/ Monolith Valley.

11 Oct 2015

Neil Hickson

Northern Beaches

Kevin Songberg
Misako Sugiyama
Susan Healey
Elaine Prior
Michelle Clark
Nigel Wingate
Wendy Drapac
Patricia Huang
Meg Kwon
Visitor
Peter Smith

28 Nov 2015

Basic Skills Workshop

Anwar Aziz
Jon Bell
Gourav Bhaduri
Tapaleena Bhattacharjee
Ewa
Borowiec
David Brignall
Sue Chu
Ashwin Clarke
Gabrielle Flax
Gregory Padoa
28 - 29 Nov 2015

Geoff Goodyer
David Harter
Monica Hitchenson
Peter Kunda
Angelo Leo
Donald McMurray
Phillip McNamara
Kate Miles
Vincent Murray
James Nicholls

Glen Davis Canyoning

Centennial Park
Charles Russell
Dan Dan Shao
Jane Suters
Joanna Tabley
Jack Tomac
Jean-Baptiste
Verniest
Elton Watters
Clare Williams
Ruoran Zhou
Wollemi NP

N/A
Tom Brennan
Jim Close
Jim Collier
Glenn Draper
Carley Finn
John Flint
Thuy Ho
Isabelle Moss
Ian Thorpe
Rod Wales
Simon Hager
Alan Osland
Josette Squires
Ed Squires
Neil Soutar
Tim Hager
Lucy Keatinge
Neil Hickson
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3 Dec 2015

Sugarloaf Bay

Willoughby Area

Smaller turnout tonight with only 4 of us. Another enjoyable evening walk.

Genevieve Savill
Philip Worledge
Margaret Baz
P Member
Peter Kunda

4 Dec 2015 Turramurra - Bobbin Head - Mt Kuring-Gai Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

Tony Murphy

Great day - not too hot. The walk was long but otherwise pretty easy.

Lynn Dabbs
Brian Tomney
Kevin Williams
Cathy Hui
John Flint
Lisa McCarthy
P Member
Liping Xiao
Visitor
Susan Tan

4 Dec 2015

Bouddi 2 Shores

Bouddi NP

A warm day, with good visibility to enjoy the many views over Broken Bay and
Brisbane Water. The numbers - total distance 16 km and total climb 270 m were just enough to make us feel that we’d had an honourable workout.

Leigh McClintock
Sally Reynolds
P Members
Susan Tuncel
Julie Swain
Visitor
Andrew McClintock

5 Dec 2015

Coast Track

Royal NP

A good turn out for a short notice walk along this spectacular coast line on what
was to be warm clear day.
There was a lot of activity along the track with many walkers and the usual
dare devil fools ignoring the NPWS warning signs and fencing at Wedding Cake
Rock. Notably the track has been cleared and widened for 4WD access from the
access road north of Marley to Wedding Cake Rock.
Congratulations to the Prospective – Claire, James, Kelly and Nathan on completing a Q-walk and it was Kelly and Nathan’s first walk with the Club during
their short working break in Australia.

Robert Carter
Petros Nikoloudis
Michelle Rose
Tim Yewdall
Yoon K Lee
Joanne Armstrong
Brian Tomney
Alexandra Lazar
Shahram Landarani
Cathy Hui
P Members
Nathan Krish
Kelly Krish
Claire Bradford
James Tormey

5 Dec 2015

Parr South Trig

Wollemi NP

It won't come as a surprise to learn that Geoff Goodyer was the only member
of the party to reach Parr South Trig (or at least where it is alleged to be). My
excuse was that 400 metres from the summit I discovered that my phone had
drowned in my supposedly "dry" bag, opting to try and revive it rather than
go for the top. The other three members excuse was that they could not swim
- a huge disadvantage when negotiating the Colo. Otherwise, a great day. A
nice place to be when it is hot (36 degrees at 3pm) and absolutely spectacular
country.
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John Kennett
Glenn Draper
Rosetta Lee
Geoff Goodyer
P Member
Alexa Bullen
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5 Dec 2015

Springwood

Blue Mountains NP

A warm and sunny day in the mountains. Luckily the tracks are in lovely shade
for most of the day. The prospectives and our German visitor had a lovely day
and especially enjoyed the Satin Bower Bird nest on the Sassafras Track.

Angela Barton
Mike Barton
Brenda McLennan
Jose Correa
P Members
Ray Cox
Diana Correa
Rachele Rugiero
Visitor
Christina Barton
Annika Kekies

5 Dec 2015

Upper Bowens Creek South Canyon

Blue Mountains NP

Finally a sunny weekend arrived after several weeks of nice weather during the
week, but ordinary weather on the weekend. In the end, there were four of us
that set off for one of the most picturesque canyons in the Blue Mountains. The
so-called upper section - it's actually about the 4th and 5th of about 8 canyon
sections - of the south branch of Bowens Creek.

Tom Brennan
Brendon Anderson
Paul O’Callaghan
P Member
Jon Bell

Ten years ago, you used to be able to do this section of canyon with no more
than waist deep wades. However, I had heard that the hydrology had changed
a bit, and so suggested that we bring wetsuits. There were certainly quite a
few changes, including half a dozen short swims. A couple of places where you
could previously jump down on to sand now required a jump of about a metre
more. We found other ways around these.
We had a bit of an explore up Hobnail Canyon (Range Creek), and a late lunch
on the cliffs just above the end of the canyon, before heading back to the car
mid afternoon. Overall a good day in the bush with a great group.
5 - 6 Dec 2015Wet and wild on the Colo/Overnight Lilo Trip

Wollemi NP

Melinda Turner

Great weather for this fun filled lilo trip along the Colo. Long reaches of river,
long stretches of beach all surrounded by stunning sandstone cliff lines of the
Colo. We are all converts to the fine art of lilo fishing as ably demonstrated by
Bill. Fresh bass for dinner and breakfast!

John Flint
Bill Raffle
Gilda Floyd
Michael Floyd
Jo Squires
Ed Squires
Margaret Baz

5 - 6 Dec 2015

David Carmichael

Numietta canyoning

Wollemi NP

Alan Osland
Sue Bucknell

A great trip with 6 isolated canyons visited.

Visitor
David Sweeting
Amie Sweeting
5 - 6 Dec 2015

Cox River camping

Blue Mountains NP

Warm weather with a lovely swim to cool down at Grand Bluffs.
Early start on Sunday to avoid the heat - back to the cars by midday
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Tim Sutherland
Owen Kimberley
Michele Powell
Sue Tiller
Stephen Dolphin
Garry O’Toole
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6 Dec 2015 Stanwell Park - Mt Mitchell - Stanwell Park
Escarpment

Northern Illawarra

It was a fine and warm day, but fortunately not too hot. We enjoyed our morning break at a very pretty spot right at the top of Kelly's Falls, and later on had
a lovely lunch spot in the higher reaches of Stanwell Creek. At Mt Mitchell we
enjoyed the fabulous clifftop views down to the ocean and the Coalcliff area.
From another lookout we had great views down to Stanwell Park Beach, as well
as right up the coast where we could even see North Garie Head in the distance.
We rounded off a very scenic day with drinks and ice creams at the Stanwell
Park kiosk.

Nigel Weaver
Margaret Weaver
Rosemary
MacDougal
David Bell
Lisa Sheldon
Misako Sugiyama
Robert McIlwaine
P Member
Donald McMurray

6 Dec 2015

Get out to the 'Gambe clean-up event

Blue Mountains NP

Managing the large group was interesting, but we all made it down to the Wollangambe River in around 1.5 hours. The day was then spent scooping up coal
fines (goop) from the water, with a variety of methods used.
All goop collected was then bundled into thick garbage bags and and carried
out by the group. In all, 2 car boots were filled with bags of goop, and the day
was deemed a success.

Alex Allchin
Yuri Bolotin
Pamela Campbell
Emmanuelle Convert
Vivien de Remy de
Courcelles
Thuy Ho
Adrian Magno
Melissa Suen
Visitor
Justine de Remy de
Courcelles
34 other visitors
from various clubs
and organisations

9 Dec 2015

Perrys Lookdown Circuit

Blue Mountains NP

Meet at Blackheath station at 8.30 am then cars down to Perry's.
On track by 9.10am. 3 kms of fire trail back to Pulpit Rock turn off but rewarded
with spectacular views and the clearest day I've seen in the Mountains for a
long time.

Robyn Christie
Angelika Langley
Margaret Mohandas
Margaret Rozea
Margaret Baz

Across to Govetts Leap via Popes Glen, then down to Junction Rock for lunch.

P Members

It's been lovely walking - cool in the shade to Junction Rock but after lunch the
humidity hits with the walk to Acacia Flat.

David Brignall

A long day - with a big haul out of Perry's and well deserved beer back at Katoomba.

Visitor
Jane Millgate

SBW members are eligible for Free Paddy Pallin Club membership.
Mention the Paddy Pallin ad in this newsletter and they will honor this offer!
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10 Dec 2015

Lane Cove River Circuit

Lane Cove NP

Just 5 of us on tonight's circuit around Lane Cove River. Congratulations to Vaasugi Velmurugu on completing her first SBW walk.

Genevieve Savill
Susan Healey
Philip Worledge
Margaret Baz
P Member
Vaasugi Velmurugu

11 Dec 2015

Gorges of Rocky Creek

Wollemi NP

Yuri Bolotin
Ian Starkey

ok

Visitor
Sam France
12 Dec 2015

Dargans Arch and Wollangambe

Blue Mountains NP

Yuri Bolotin
Damon de Costa

ok

Visitor
David Hoffman
Laura Torres
12 Dec 2015
Regional Park

Hornsby to Cowan

Ku-ring-gai Chase NP, Berowra

A nice day out for this long walk along the Great North Walk. The weather was
kind and not as warm as the few days leading up to the walk that made some
of the ascents a little more tolerable.
New restrictions have been placed on the Benowie Track between Fishponds
and Steele Bridge during times when Hornsby Rifle Range is in operation. The
NPWS website provides a contact for the range coordinator where you can seek
authorisation to pass – we actually moved through this area prior to 9.00 am.
Hazard reduction burning around Berowra resulted in a bit of smoke – signage
and website details were ambiguous.

Robert Carter
Stephen Dolphin
P Members
Natha Krish
Kelly Krish
David Campling

A couple of very large Lace Monitors and a solitary red Bellied Black Snake provided a bit of excitement along the way.
Overall a good day out. Congratulations to Kelly & Nathan Krish and David
Campling on completing their Q-walk.
12 Dec 2015

NAV101

Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

A cooler than most days for summer was appreciated but even so the humidity
and direct sun during the middle of the day saw the party leaking quite a lot. A
cloudy afternoon with a cooling south easterly breeze helped keep the comfort
level to a reasonable level. I drained two of my three liter water bottles on the
walk and the beer at the Anglers Rest sorted out the dry throat. The scrub on
the ridge from the road over SH 177 was thick all the way to Porto Trig (not now
shown on the map) near the trig Paul picked up the vestiges of the old track
and not long after came on to a very good track running along Porto Ridge to
the north. Misako remembered how to get off the end of Porto Ridge and Sue
for the second time on the day lead us onto the ridge then the road and on to
Brooklyn. Lack of knowledge about short platforms saw us in the wrong carriages to alight at Cowan, we were carried on to Berowra, our predicament was
solved by a phone call to Heather who graciously picked us up and took us back
to the cars at Cowan.
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Don Finch
Andrew Price
Paul O'Callaghan
Misako Sugiyama
Charles Russell
P Member
Sue Hailstone
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12 Dec 2015Scatters, Luna Park, Hailstorm Retreat CanyonsBlue Mountains NP

Lucy Keatinge

Perfect day out for a canyon marathon. Water levels were down from the last
trip and the wayfinding was so much easier then remembered. Scatters was
messy, Luna Park was fun! The Bungleboori section proved to be an unexpected
canyon, with an incredible wall formation. And Hailstorm Retreat lived up to
the track notes description - another highlight of the day. Everyone went really
well.

Darryl Sullings
Rod Wales
Neil Soutar
James Swinton
Neil Hickson
Tim Hager
Alan Osland

12 Dec 2015

Bruno De Villenoisy

Fortress Ridge

Blue Mountains NP

A great day in and around Fortress Creek whose highlight was the sight of three
canyoners relaxing in the small natural pools, beers in hands, on the edge of
the steep escarpment overlooking the Grose Valley.

Alexa Bullen
Pam Campbell
Sue Fagoaga
Virginia Leadbitter
Monica Matisan
Lyonel Tan
Bradley Russ
Visitor
Brett Hunoldt

13 Dec 2015

Kincumba Mountain

Kincumba Mountain Reserve

Nigel Weaver

Kincumba Mountain is several kilometres south-east of Gosford, positioned between Brisbane Water and Terrigal. The mountain is covered by lush forest on
its southern slopes and by dry forest on the northern slopes. As we ascended
from Green Point we enjoyed the sound of bellbirds on the lower slopes of the
mountain. We then followed a number of undulating ridgetop tracks that eventually led to Colin Watters Lookout where we enjoyed a great view across the
lowlands to Avoca Lagoon and the sea. En route we saw many bright orange
angophora trees with twisting branches that made them quite photogenic. On
the way we also visited a large cave located under a series of high rocky ledges.
After leaving the Lookout we made our way down the northern slopes of the
mountain amid plenty of bellbird calls until we came out at Erina. We finished
this pleasant day with drinks and ice creams at Erina Fair.

Margaret Weaver
Scott Lee
Patricia Huang
Meg Kwon
Pamela Irving

13 Dec 2015

Lucy Keatinge

Zorro Canyon

Gardens of Stone NP

A wet start to the day meant we decided on a shorter canyon, so Zorro won
out over the planned Hole in the Wall Canyon, being a dry canyon. it is always
spectacular and a beautiful slot canyon. Great view to finish over the Wolgan
Valley, great group to enjoy it with.

P Members
Rachel Rugiero
Donald McMurray
Li Ping
Vincent Murray

Rod Wales
Shelia Zaman
Tim Hager
Neil Soutar
Neil Hickson

Can’t think of a walk to lead?
There are well over 1,000 overnight and extended trips outlined in the Historical Walks Database, found
by logging in to the Members Area on our website and following the link to Historical Walks Record
www.sbw.org.au
Here you will find a list of all the overnight or extended walks run by the club from its inception to the
present day. Look at the region you are interested in and see what walks have been done there in the past!
Use this wonderful resource to help plan your next walk!
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17 Dec 2015 Sydney East - Maroubra to Watsons Bay

Sydney

Robyn Christie

Set off from Maroubra at 8.45am. The day was beautiful (following the horrendous weather the day before) with a lovely sea breeze to keep us cool.

Angelika Langley
Leigh McClintock

Morning tea at Coogee. A coffee break at Tamarama. Lunch just past Diamond
Bay and finished with a wonderfully refreshing swim at Watsons Bay. 2.45pm
ferry back to the Quay.

Visitors

A great day had by all.

17 Dec 2015

Seaforth Explorer

Garigal NP

Last Thursday night walk for 2015 and what a beautiful evening for it. Took
some time to stop and admire the views across Bantry Bay as well as look at
some aboriginal sites. Two baby snakes were spotted on the Engravings Track.

Jill Paillis (Bush
Club)
Stephanie Miller
(Bush Club)
Warren Southey
(Bush Club)
Genevieve Savill
Susan Healey
Margaret Baz
Jose Correa
P Member
Vaasugi Velmurugu

19 Dec 2015

Wild Dogs

Blue Mountains NP

Quite a warm day for a pre-Christmas stroll in the Wild Dogs with low water
levels in both the Coxs and Jenolan Rivers.
After a strong start one of the party was not feeling well following the ascent to
Ironpot Mountain and decided to return to the cars and wait for the main party
to complete the walk – a long hot wait !

Robert Carter
Stephen Dolphin
Tracey Avolio
Petros Nikoloudis
Michelle Rose
James Blair

Not far beyond the ‘iron pots’ there was a short stand-off between a Dolphin
and largish Eastern Brown on the side of the track that increased our awareness to keep wits about ourselves. During a small side trip to the campsite
along Jenolan River the leader startled a Red Bellied Black basking on the side
of the track. We also saw three very large Lace Monitors – obviously keeping
the local snake population under control – and numerous Kangaroos.
Due to the hot conditions we took an extended lunch break prior to commencing our ascent of Tinpot Hill during which some of the group took a refreshing
dip in the Coxs rapids.
Overall a good day out in the Wild Dogs albeit we were all feeling the heat and
had a slow ascent of Tinpot with plenty of rests and water stops followed by a
refreshing ale at the Ivanhoe before heading home.
19 Dec 2015

Govetts Loop

Blue Mountains NP

Warm day with some lovely walking in the cooler rainforest surrounds of the
creeks. One walker need assistance up Govetts Leap with cramps

Tim Sutherland
Chris Dowling
Margaret Rozea
Marc Allas
P Members
Alexa Bullen
Marc Dollow
Richard Pearson

20 Dec 2015

Middle Harbour Creek Loop

Garigal NP

In the busy lead up to christmas many of us had other commitments scheduled
for the afternoon so a half day walk was ideal. The walk was a circuit around
Middle Harbour Creek and included the Lyrebird, Governor Philips, Bungaroo
and Two Creeks Tracks. The last time the leader did this circuit the track around
Rocky Creek was a little tricky to find but no such problems were experienced
today. As it was such a hot day I think all of us were happy to finish at lunchtime.
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Genevieve Savill
Susan Healey
Geoff Goodyer
Charles Russell
Brenda McLennan
Pam Irving
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20 Dec 2015

Claustral Canyon

Blue Mountains NP

A perfect day for this spectacular canyon. The trip went seamlessly, thanks to
Rod and the crew. The weather was a warm 30 deg C, the water was low (and
cold), the glow worms were out, the greenery was almost fluorescent. We travelled quickly through the canyon, and made it back up to the cars earlier than
expected. A memorable day out. I will be definitely be doing this one again...

Lucy Keatinge
Rod Wales ( Coleader)
Rosemary McDonald
Mike Arnott
Alan Osland
Neil Hickson
Visitor
Max Keatinge

20 Dec 2015

Berowra to Mt Kuring-gai

Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

It was a lovely, warm day to walk along Cowan Creek. We had lunch at Appletree Bay with all the activity of the boats and jet skis. An enjoyable day of
walking.

Angela Barton
Mike Barton
Glenn Draper
P Members
Sue Hailstone

25 Dec 2015

Cowan to Cowan

Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

This was combined with the Bush Club and there were only 3 SBW members. 3
people arrived too late and walked separately.
The walk had no incidents and went as planned.

John and Anthea
Michaelis
John Robb
Samira Bachir
Visitors
Bush Club Members

26 - 1 Jan 2016

Snowies

Kosciuszko NP

All went well and it was a most enjoyable and memorable walk. It did rain on
the first afternoon and evening but that first night was spent inside the relatively luxurious Schlink Hilton hut. The first two days were coolish which kept
the insects (march flies) away. Except for first night, we camped amongst Snow
Gums which provided shelter from afternoon sun.
Worth noting that the maximum party size had been eight, being the limit for
the "Jagungal Wilderness Area". Unfortunately there were two, late, prior withdrawals, for health reasons. Also, sadly, there was another (third withdrawal)
at 6.30pm on the evening before walk commencement.
27 Dec 2015

Katoomba to Wentworth Falls

Enjoyable walk, good group, no dramas.

Blue Mountains NP

Owen Kimberley
Owen Kimberley
Michele Powell
Sun Clement
Gavin Marshall
P Members
Sue Hailstone
Srinivas Gowda
Chris Dowling
Tim Sutherland
Glen Draper
Mui Pang
Kin Lee
Sue Tiller
Melinda Long
P Members
Vincent Murray
Visitors
2 Bush Club
members
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27 Dec 2015

Smiggin Holes loop

Kosciuszko NP

Smiggin Holes - Rams Head Range - Mt Duncan-Porcupine - Kosciuszko road Perisher - Smiggin Holes
The day started slowly waiting in Windarra lodge with hot coffee until the clouds
lifted. It was then accross the Kosciuszko road and up to the top of the ridge
which is part of the Rams Head range. Drenched from the water on the shrub,
we followed the ridge to Mt Duncan enjoying morning tea with a view on the
way. Amazing 360 degree views for lunch at Mt Duncan and then at the Porcupine where the off-track section ended: it had been more strenuous than
expected. The Mt Wheatley track led us to the kiosk at the bottom of Mt Perisher chair lift for hot chocolate and hot apple cider. A bit of road bashing and
off-track walking had us back at Smiggin Holes by 4.15pm. A good first day in
the mountains.

27 Dec 2015
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Rams Head

Kosciuszko NP

Vivien de Remy de
Courcelles
Emmanuelle Convert
Rachel Grindlay
Tom Brennan
Visitor
Justine de Remy de
Courcelles

John Flint

Dead Horse Gap - up footpad then off track to Unnamed South Rams Head Peak
117 588 then South Rams Head, back past unnamed peak then onto Rams
Head and North Rams Head. Easterly to the main range walkway then down to
the DHG junction. Follow the Dead Horse Gap track down to the road then back
up to the cars. 18.5km +-1100m

Bill Raffle
Margaret Baz
Karl Miller
Clare Holland
Cathy Hui

Great walk to kick off the week. Some scrambling around the peaks. Lunch
at knoll prior to Rams Head. Next time I'd leave the foot pad earlier and go
straight to South Rams Head 1951m. The unnamed peak at 117 588 has a better view and is higher @~2050m some minor exposure on climbing the peaks.

Visitor
Leigh (Cathy)
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27 Dec 2015

Lakes Circuit

Kosciuszko NP

Bruno De Villenoisy

Charlotte Pass - Blue Lake - Albina Lake - Mt Kosciuszko - Seaman’s Hut - Char- Mindy Gu
Pamela Irving
lotte Pass
Paul McCann
We started in the morning fog and within an hour the sun broke through setting Catharina Muller
up the scene for a great day on the main range. After Carruthers Peak the party Barbara Laborczfalvi
splintered in three distinctive groups to accommodate different levels of fitness Joe Laborczfalvi
and pace. All enjoyed the day.
Jenny Stephens
Virginia Waller
P Members
Jacqui Keatinge
28 Dec 2015

Rainbow lake and Illawong hut

Kosciuszko NP

Rainbow Lake (2km return) and Illawong walk (5km) from Guthega.

Emmanuelle
Convert

Pleasant two little walks with plenty of wild flowers and flies. The highlight of
the walk was to be welcomed in the Illawong lodge for a cup of tea and lunch.
Our host provided information about the lodge and its members. The place
looks fairly small from the outside but is surprisingly spacious with a separate
bathroom, toilet, descent size kitchen, bunk bed room and a nice livingroom/
dinning room.

P Members

28 Dec 2015

Yuri Bolotin

Upper Wollangambe

Blue Mountains NP

Liping Pei
Visitor
Justine de Remy de
Courcelles

Damon de Costa

ok

Visitor
Shirley Au
28 Dec 2015

Mt Back Perisher

Kosciuszko NP

Smiggin Holes - Mt Back Perisher - Mt Perisher - Smiggin Holes
A lovely day in and around Smiggin holes and Perisher. No driving required. The
saddle between Mt Back Perisher and Mt Perisher was covered with blooming
yellow kunzea muelleris.

Bruno De Villenoisy
Pamela Irving
Mindy Gu
Andrew Vilder
P Member
Stef Jang

28 Dec 2015

Cascades Hut

Kosciuszko NP

Karl Miller

Had lunch at Cascades Hut

Clare Holland
Paul McCann
Jenny Stephens
Cathy Hui

Photo: Paul McCann

P Members

Dead Horse Gap to Cascades Hut return
Saw Brumbies at the hut

Jackie Keating
Dan Dan Shao
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29 Dec 2015

Mt Sentinel

Kosciuszko NP

Tom Brennan

Charlotte Pass - Snowy River - Ruins - Mt Clarke - Mt Northcote - Northcote Pass Rachel Grindlay
- Mt Lee - Carruthers Peak - Strzelecki Creek - Mt Sentinel - Blue Lake - Main Emmanuelle Convert
Joe Laborczfalvi
Range Track - Snowy River - Charlotte Pass
Barbara Laborczfalvi
This turned out to be a great little route, with some off track up to Mts Clarke Karl Miller
and Northcote, and some scrambling and exposure on The Sentinel. There were Clare Holland
excellent views in both directions from morning tea on Mt Northcote, and while Cathy Hui
we had lunch next to Strzelecki Creek on the way out to the Sentinel, it was
rather sheltered, meaning there were lots of flies. The final slog down the road Visitors
from Blue Lake, and up the hill to Charlotte Pass was a bit of a chore at the end
of the day. I got in trouble for saying there was only a 400m climb (the biggest Leigh Matheson
Christy Geromboux
one was 400m, but there was about 1000m all up!)
Daniel Geromboux
29 Dec 2015

Dead Horse Gap

Kosciuszko NP

From the top of Crachenback Chairlift, down the Dead Horse Track to DHG and
along beside the Thredbo River to Threadbo.

David Trinder
Virginia Waller
P Members
Liping Pei
Mindy Gu

Weather was warm and the walk pleasant.

Visitors
Jiwen Sheng
Yujin Zhou
Yulin Zhou
Lei Ren Zhou
29 - 4 Jan 2016

Main Range Ramble

Kosciuszko NP

Stephen Dolphin
Melinda Turner
Marianne Davies
Anthea Michaelis
Rob Schroettner
Mark Berry
Geoff Goodyer
Carley Finn
Jim Collier

See article in next month magazine.

30 Dec 2015

Charlotte Pass loop

Robert Carter

Kosciuszko NP

The leader almost abandoned the walk before it even started but a beautifull
sunny weather with a nice cool breeze cleared his head on the way up to Mt
Stilwell. An early morning tea was had there enjoying the panoramic views.
More views were had on Kangaroo ridge as well as a brief stop to play with a
snow patch. Another stop was warranted at the ruin of the old chairlift station
that was a very popular destination on the day: three other parties. We then
made our way to point high 1914 expecting views for lunch. Views were not the
best but the wild flowers were out in force: it felt like stopping in a sea of yellow. We followed Trapyard creek back to the tree line through more patches of
flowers. Once down on the plain it felt like a bit of a slog to Charlotte Pass which
we reach at 3pm well in time for a deserved drink at the Chalet.

Vivien de Remy de
Courcelles
Emmanuelle Convert
Karl Miller
Clare Holland
Pamela Irving
Jenny stephens
Barbara Laborczfalvi
Joe Laborczfalv
P Members
Liping Pei
Jacquie Keatinge
Steph Jang
Visitor
Justine de Remy de
Courcelles
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31 Dec 2015

Club Lake

Kosciuszko NP

Bruno De Villenoisy

Charlotte Pass - Kangaroo Ridge - Seaman’s Hut - Mt Northcote - Mt Clarke - Virginia Waller
Club Lake - Charlotte Pass
P Member
Another way to do the main range circuit. It’s a terrific walk, about 90% off Liping Pei
track but not a hard slog. Highly recommended.
31 Dec 2015

Sunrise on Mt Stilwell

Kosciuszko NP

Charlottes Pass Car park up to Mt Stilwell lookout and return.
Early morning walk to the top of Mt Stilwell to watch the last sunrise of 2015.
Started walking at 4:30 arrived at lookout at 5:15 giving us plenty of time to
have a snack and enjoy the sunrise. Beautiful views.

Cathy Hui
Diana Porta
Jaimey Foti
Jacqui Keatinge
P Members
Dan Dan Shao

31 Dec 2015

Main Range Walk with Mt Townsend

Kosciuszko NP

Main range track loop from Charlotte’s Pass

Cathy Hui
Visitor

Long but rewarding day on the main range track, with detours up to the top of
Mt Townsend and Mt Kosciuszko.

Leigh Matheson
Christy Geromboux
Daniel Geromboux

31 Dec 2015

Diana Porta

Porcupine Rocks Loop

Kosciuszko NP

Perisher Valley Reservoir - Porcupine Rocks - Perisher Gap - Perisher Valley Res- Jaimey Foti
ervoir
We started the walk from Perisher Valley Reservoir car park at 8.30, followed
the path to Porcupine Rocks where we had morning tea. Beautiful views of Bullocks Flat and Little Thredbo. We retraced our steps to find the Wheatley link
and made our way around Mt Wheatley and down to Perisher gap. We stopped
for a drink at the cafe and headed back to Perisher Valley Reservoir car park via
Kosciuszko Road. We finished the loop before lunch.
31 Dec 2015

Ascent of Gungartan

Kosciuszko NP

Clare Holland

Guthega Power Station, White River Hut, Schlink Hut, Gungarton, Schlink Pass, Karl Miller
Disappointment Spur Trail, Guthega Power Station
This was a navigation exercise

Have you seen the latest Colong
Foundation Bulletin?

If not, you can download it from the
Colong Foundation website at:
www.colongwilderness.org.au
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The latest edition of the
Bushwalking NSW magazine is available for
downloaded at:
http://www.bushwalkingnsw.org.au/bushwalkerarchives/
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